As we see increases in voter suppression around the country, it is vital that we come together with our communities to overcome these barriers and vote for candidates set on expanding, not limiting, rights. Voting and getting involved in our local politics can help ensure we protect BIPOC and LGBTQIA+ rights, even as the federal administration seeks to strip their rights away. By “Voting for Matt,” and voting for progressive candidates, you can help protect people like me.

-- Jess Guilbeaux

If you’re a fan of “Queer Eye,” then you’re likely a fan of Season 3 breakout star, Jess Guilbeaux. Jess’s story and strength touched the hearts of many watching at home, and the show gave her a platform to not only be recognized as a “strong, Black, lesbian woman,” but also as an advocate and activist for LGBT+ issues, women’s issues, and issues faced by People of Color.